
 
 
On Tue, Mar 1, 2022 at 6:39 PM Jen <jenniferdubrow@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
Subject:   WCSO Deputy Klix Corruption and False Report 
 
Dear Whatcom County Prosecutor Eric Richey, Prosecutor Kayleigh Mattoon, and Prosecutor Natasha Campbell: 
 
This email is to let you know that Deputy Klix recently contacted Prosecutor Natasha Campbell – after I reported 
Reuben Sanchez's 2/13/22 violation of the harassment no-contact order – about a "WCOT with Compass Health." 
 
This contact with Ms. Campbell was apparently based on my statement that I would use lethal force if Reuben 
Sanchez attacked me again, which, as you know, I've also stated long before now to you and Ms. Mattoon directly 
and to thousands (literally, based on traffic reports) of Whatcom County taxpayers on my website: 
www.glenhavenSINS.com.   
 
Last I checked, since I'm not straight-out threatening to murder him (like he straight-out threatened to murder me 
in March 2021, in documented testimony under oath, and tried to murder me in September 2021) – just defend 
myself at the level of force allowed under our state's stand-your-ground and no-duty-to-retreat laws – that 
statement would be considered free speech and isn't actionable in any way.  It's also a warning to Reuben 
Sanchez about what he will face the next time he maliciously assaults me and/or invades my property and home 
(as he has done with ex-wives, with a hammer in his hand). 
 
Deputy Klix also took it upon herself to write a detailed 12-page false report – riddled with lies, opinions, errors, 
and omissions – in response to my report of the harassment no-contact order violation because I've filed multiple 
complaints about corruption by multiple deputies and Sheriff Elfo since February 2021.  (This 12-page report 
would have taken many, many hours to compile, graphically demonstrating just how badly Sheriff Elfo wants to 
silence me.) 
 
The only accurate thing in Deputy Klix's report is the names and addresses.  (And, interestingly, the crimes she 
cannot paint as imaginary, because Danielle Brocker and Reuben Sanchez were arrested or cited for them, she 
simply discounts or omits completely.) 
 
If Joe Friday's line was, "Just the facts, ma'am; just the facts," Deputy Klix's line is, "No facts, ma'am; just my lies, 
opinions, errors, and omissions and other people's lies, opinions, errors, and omissions, including the criminals' 
and their parents'."    
 
Since her entire report is quoting from other reports and investigations I've already proven false and/or 
incompetent and/or corrupt, the whole thing fell apart the minute she put fingers to keyboard.  Apparently, she's 
as corrupt as the others and is now trying to pull Whatcom County Prosecutor Eric Richey, Prosecutor Kayleigh 
Mattoon, and Prosecutor Natasha Campbell into WCSO's corruption and attempts to silence me.  
 
Deputy Klix and Prosecutor Campbell and Sheriff Elfo are following the playbook of any corrupt organization or 
person whose corruption and crimes are exposed: 

-- First, make it appear the complainant is crazy.  (Just an FYI, WCSO:  This equally corrupt trick works a whole lot 
better if you pull it before the complainant files over 40 complaints about WCSO corruption and incompetence 
and refusals to enforce laws and before the complainant creates and broadcasts a website to thousands of 
taxpayers with proof of the corruption and incompetence and refusals to enforce laws.  Doing it in response to a 
taxpayer's reporting of a crime just puts the death knell on any credibility remaining to you.) 

-- Second, lie and distort and omit and create false reports to justify suppressing and disparaging anyone who calls 
into question your competence and integrity – in essence, anyone who pulls the curtain back to reveal a short, fat, 
bald man who thinks he's God. 
 



It's clear Sheriff Elfo will do anything now to silence me – even put a 12-page false report riddled with lies, 
opinions, errors, and omissions on the record.  In response, I will be posting on my website soon a WCSO report 
with the 30,000 reported crimes per year for 2019-2021, by zIp code/neighborhood.  Why Sheriff Elfo has 
withheld these stats from Whatcom County taxpayers is a mystery to me. 
 
Whatcom County gets a grade of D on https://crimegrade.org/violent-crime-whatcom-county-wa/ because of 
our high crime rate.  Yet, Sheriff Elfo would have us believe his department isn't corrupt and is doing a good job, 
reporting that only .6 percent (582) of those 90,000 crime reports in 2019-2021 are crimes of violence.   
 
Do you think Whatcom County taxpayers are stupid, Sheriff Elfo?  Apparently so, since it appears you'll do 
anything to silence those who expose your corruption. 
 
And even though 1 in 6 women will be raped in their lifetime and 1 in 4 female college students will be raped or 
experience an attempted rape while in school, Sheriff Elfo maintains there were no attempted rapes in Whatcom 
County in 2019-2021.  So I'll ask again:  Do you think Whatcom County taxpayers are stupid, Sheriff Elfo? 
 
It's interesting to note all the WCSO written reports since February 2021 contain substantive lies, opinions, errors, 
and omissions, which Deputy Klix then weaves into a consolidated report of all those lies, opinions, errors, and 
omissions – and then adds her own – in keeping with WCSO's stellar and corrupt tradition of filing false reports 
and doing no/pathetically substandard interviews and investigations so they don't have to establish probable 
cause or protect and serve.  (See many examples on www.glenhavenSINS.com.) 
 
Deputy Klix's latest report is no surprise, since I worked with Sheriff Elfo and have no illusions or delusions that 
he's an honorable man or that his department adheres to their stated vision, mission, and values on 
https://www.whatcomcounty.us/2573/vision-mission-and-values.   
 
I don't know how they can post that with a straight face.  And unfortunately, as anyone who's dealt with WCSO's 
corruption knows, his department has a long history of: 

 lying in written reports and statements 

 blaming their own deputies (Matt Herzog) for dying in high-speed car chases, after you failed to provide him 
with skid-car training 

 allowing deputies to post racist images and statements, as Crosscut reported about Deputy Ryan Rathburn, 
who posted an image on Facebook of a female model in a Native American headdress, with the caption 
“Victoria’s Secret apologizes after use of Native American headdress in fashion show draws outrage," 
accompanied with:  "Time to get the small pox blankets out and shut some people up.”   

 
Deputy Klix also states in her false report that I've refused to give the video/other proof of crimes and 
harassment/stalking to WCSO.  This is also false.  
 
I've told multiple deputies they can come by my house and review the hundreds of videos because they're too 
large to send via email or evidence link.  None have taken me up on my offer.  And when I misidentify a 
harasser/stalker (which has only happened once),  I am as quick to report my mistake as I am to report the very 
real and ongoing crimes. 
 
Also, my website contains some of the videos of the harassers/stalkers (on the NEIGHBORS FROM HELL tab) –  
showing them in the act of harassing/stalking, including Reuben Sanchez going back and forth and back and 
forth in front of and behind my house up to 5 times per day – between 5/25/21 and 3/1/22, yet Deputy Klix 
corruptly states those, too, are figments of my imagination.  
 
It's clear I can no longer report crimes against me or my property to WCSO without facing further corruption, so 
I'll rely on my self-defense training and stand-your-ground and no-duty-to-retreat laws to deal with Reuben 
Sanchez and Apollo Scott and their accomplices.   
 



Last, if I'm not playing by WCSO's corrupt playbook or if I have no problem speaking truth to power and 
corruption, it's because I'm on the high-functioning end of the autism spectrum.   
 
Yes, I don't always do things the way others do or act the way others act, but I'm not crazy, any more than others 
with some degree of or full-blown ASD (autism spectrum disorder) are crazy, such as Albert Einstein, Isaac 
Newton, Charles Darwin, Emily Dickinson, Bill Gates, Jerry Seinfeld, Satoshi Tajiri (creator of Pokémon), Leonardo 
da Vinci, Mozart, Michelangelo, etc.  
 
Like many of them, I'm of above-average intelligence and creativity and have a strong moral code, including brutal 
honesty and complete contempt for liars and bullies and criminals.  And a tendency to trust too easily, which is 
how Apollo Scott and his friends were able to deceive me initially as to their true natures. 
 
An autistic culture has developed, with some individuals seeking a cure and others believing autism should be 
accepted as a difference to be accommodated instead of cured.  I'm in the latter camp because ASD gives me 
invaluable gifts I wouldn't trade for the world.   
 
(You can see a perfect depiction of someone with ASD in the Ben Affleck movie The Accountant.)  Jen 
 

 
 
It is the common person's duty to police the police. 

The police have lost sight of the fact that they are public servants. 

If you want to make the police uncomfortable, all you need to do is ask this question:   How many complaints 
does police internal affairs receive annually and how many complaints does it actually uphold? 

No amount of community policing will cause the common people to accept a known corrupt police department. 

Police not enforcing laws results in a high crime rate that is formally reported as a low crime rate in police 
statistics. 
STEVEN MAGEE 
 
The problem with law enforcement is not corruption, but an absolute denial of that corruption. 
ABHIJIT NASKAR, Boldly Comes Justice: Sentient Not Silent 
 
When you seek revenge, dig two graves. 
CHINESE PROVERB 
 
Quiet, ever full, in harmony everywhere.  

Better than meditation is surrender of attachment to results, because there follows immediate peace. 
BHAGAVAD GITA 
 
It's very hard for me to interpret why people do what they do. 
CHRISTIAN WOLFF, The Accountant 
 
 


